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Abstract 

Cognitive function damage can cause various problems such as work performance 

requiring concentration and independent daily life as well as social life which requires 

interpersonal relationship. In the cognitive function area, the working memory is a 

function to recreate only the information necessary for the external information and the 

memory of the past, and utilize it appropriately for the daily life behavior, thus working 

memory training helps improve the cognitive function of the elderly or children with 

weakened cognitive function. This paper employed an n-back method, one of the 

frequently mentioned methods in working memory training studies recently, as the basic 

program of research and established working memory training contents. This content is 

designed not only to select the difficulty level and four basic n-back training methods by 

visual (location, color) or auditory (alphabet, number) stimulation, but also to make 

training by creating n-back based functional game which can induce user's interest.  
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1. Introduction 

Cognitive function refers to a series of brain procedures to process diverse information. 

If the cognitive function is damaged by brain diseases, or others, the person experiences 

difficulties in his or her working function, daily activities and interpersonal relationships 

and can hardly perform ADL (Activities of Daily Living) independently [1]. Cognitive 

function damage is treated under rehabilitation therapy and the significance of cognitive 

function training has been continuously studied by many researchers. These studies on 

cognitive function training most frequently mention about working memory that 

temporarily maintains and manipulates necessary information [2]. In general, working 

memory is different from short-term memory which stores temporary information, it is 

different in not only storing temporary information but implementing information 

selection, use, and others [3]. In other words, it is closely related to the high level 

cognitive activities of linguistic understanding, writing, speaking, reasoning and 

hypothesis building as well as daily cognitive activities such as calculating small change 

[4-7]. Therefore, working memory deterioration means cognitive function weakening. It 

can be said that the stronger the working memory, the higher the person’s cognitive 

function is. Thus, the degree of cognitive functional damage can be assessed by testing 

one’s working memory. Also, if systematic working memory training is performed in 

daily lives continuously, it would be deeply useful in improving the cognitive function of 

patients with weakened cognitive function due to geriatric diseases including stroke and 

dementia and those with cognitive functional problems such as language disorder, 

learning difficulties, ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), and mental 

retardation [8-10]. 
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OSPAN (Operation Span Task) and n-back are major indicators used in working 

memory training or measurement. OSPAN presents mathematical processes and words 

together for test takers to distinguish right answers from wrong answers then remember 

the presented words [11-12]. In general, since OSPAN requires mathematical processing, 

test takers with lower level educational background may have difficulty in solving them. 

Children may also lose their interest in the test as they have to solve math questions.  

N-back is a working memory training method which sees if a currently presented 

stimulation matches with the stimulation appeared n turns earlier when stimuli are 

presented consecutively. N-back has a simple structure easy for anyone to participate 

regardless of his or her academic background or age. The stimuli used in n-back test 

include visual stimuli such as location and forms along with auditory stimuli such as the 

voice reading of numbers, alphabets, etc. Training based on visual stimuli helps mainly 

activate selective attention while training based on auditory stimuli activates the central 

executive area that controls attention in working memory [13].  

Most of the n-back related programs developed in preceding studies or available on the 

market are in the matrix of 3x3 blocs A random bloc, excluding the one in the center, 

changes to show a visual stimulus or numbers, alphabets, etc. are read aloud verbally or 

sounded through audio to give an auditory stimulus for test takers to assess if they match 

with each other [14]. Previously, n-back contents were presented regardless of 

participants’ age, and degree of brain diseases and did not contain diversified training 

programs. A new method to improve cognitive function is necessary which can be 

customized for different users depending upon their ability levels by selecting n-back 

related auditory and visual stimuli in training. In other words, users’ training achievement 

could be enhanced by integrating diverse kinds of n-back contents, customizing them 

according to user ability and providing feedback on their training results.  

In this paper, basic n-back training programs and n-back game contents were 

developed, whose visual and auditory stimuli are adjustable by users. In addition, the 

proposed program was made to inform the trend of changes in users’ cognitive function 

status in relation to their training results during training so that they could choose an 

appropriate content difficulty level for themselves. 

 

2. Methods 
 

2.1. N-Back Training 

N-back is used as an experimental tool in studies on working memory training and 

measurement or cognitive load characteristics[15]. Recently, n-back receives increasing 

attention as a research method related to cognitive function based on the study finding 

that it has a strong correlation with the spatial reasoning task of RAPM(Raven's Advanced 

Progressive Matrices) as well[14]. Generally, n-back is implemented by presenting a 

random visual or auditory stimulus then letting participants see if the present stimulation 

is the same as the stimulation presented n turns back. Figure 1. shows 2-back, 3-back and 

4-back implementation processes with spatial stimulation mainly used in previous studies. 

2-back tests if the present stimulation corresponds with the stimulation presented 2 turns 

back. Therefore, in the 2-back shown in Figure 1. The initial judgment process is 

triggered upon the presentation of the 3rd stimulus and the training proceeds continuously 

until a judgment error takes place. In the 3-back training, judgment begins with the 4th 

stimulation presentation and, in the 4-back, it starts upon the 5th stimulation presentation. 

N-back training difficulty levels can be increased by adding heavier cognitive load to 

participants depending upon the number of visual and auditory stimulation types and size 

of n. 
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Figure 1. N-Back Task Process 

2.2. Working Memory Training Contents 

The working memory training contents in this study integrated the existing n-back 

training methods into one single content to be used in training according to users’ choice. 

Feedback on their results is provided to help them feel the sense of achievement and 

motivation during training, encouraging users’ voluntary training participation. Moreover, 

the n-back-based series game was designed in this study to promote proactive user 

participation while keeping the program fun and interesting for users so they do not 

become bored easily. The developed contents of this study follow the n-back stimulation 

method presented in the previous study. They give new stimuli at 2.5 second intervals by 

repeating the presentation of visual or auditory stimulus for 0.5 seconds[16]. Users can 

select stimulation types they desire among the visual stimuli of position or color and 

auditory stimuli of the sound of reading aloud numbers or alphabets. By doing so, they 

customize training contents for themselves. Task difficulties are structured in 3 levels and 

adjustable selectively depending upon individual user’s training results.  

 

 

Figure 2. Flow of Working Memory Training Content 

Figure 2 shows the flow of working memory training content. Upon the start of the 

content, users can choose the difficulty level they wish then select to proceed n-back 

training either based on Auditory/Visual or Exciting. If the auditory stimulation is chosen, 

sound stimuli of numbers and alphabets are given in the training. If the visual stimulation 

is chosen, position and color stimuli are shown in the training process. Exciting is to 
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choose an n-back-based game content and the training is implemented without any further 

options to choose. All of the contents show the result page to users after training 

completion for them to check their results and choose either to receive training once again 

or finish the program.  

The program was developed using the development instrument of Unity 5 in the 

Window 7 operating system environment. Display device was basically a PC monitor and 

Android-based smart device screen. To present voice stimuli in the training, the PC 

needed to have a separate device for voice output and the smartphone provided sound 

through own speaker.  

 

3. Contents Implementation 

 

3.1. Contents Select Mode Pages 

 

 

Figure 3. Contents “Select Mode” Pages 

Figure 3 shows the program pages where users can select the training difficulty and 

type they want after program execution. Users can click the setting button in the middle of 

the screen to the left or right to adjust the difficulty. Difficulty levels are in three 

categories – Easy, Normal and Hard. Tables 1 and 2 show the n-back training type and a 

number of stimuli according to content difficulty. Table 1 shows n-back training types 

according to the difficulty levels of visual and auditory stimuli. The Easy mode provides 

2-back training; Normal, 3-back; and Hard, 4-back. The maximum number of stimulation 

trials is 22 in Easy; 23, in Normal; and 24 in Hard. Stimuli are given at most 20 times in 

all of the cases to test at most 20 times of matching trials. The Exciting mode was 

designed using game elements to train users’ working memory based on space stimuli 

while keeping them interested and immersed. Table 2 demonstrates that the more difficult 

the content level is, the more diversified the types of space stimuli and the more various 

the n-back types to implement become. 
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Table 1. Difficulty Levels According to Visual and Auditory Stimulation 

Level Max. No. of Trial 
Max. No. of 

Judgments 
n-back 

Easy 22 20 2- 

Normal 23 20 3- 

Hard 24 20 4- 

Table 2. Game Content Levels in “Exciting” Mode 

Level Type of Position n-back 

Easy 4 1- / 2- 

Normal 5 1- / 2- / 3- 

Hard 6 1- / 2- / 3- / 4- 

 

3.2. N-Back Contents According to Visual/Auditory Stimulation 

 

 

(a) Contents “Select Mode” Pages 

 

(b) Contents “Select Mode” Pages 
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(c) Contents “Select Mode” Pages 

Figure 4. Visual or Auditory Stimulation in Each Difficulty Level 

Figure 4 shows n-back training contents supported by visual or auditory stimulation. 

Among the 8 different stimuli in each category of color, position and voice, stimuli are 

presented consecutively one by one according to difficult levels. If the present given 

stimulus matches with an earlier stimulus, users click the ‘O’ button appearing in the 

lower part of the screen. If not, they can click ‘X’. Content progress status is shown in the 

upper right part of the screen. To change the training content types or difficulty levels, 

users can click the arrow in the lower left part of the screen to move to the content 

selection page. Also, if a user wants to pause the training for a while, he or she can click 

the stop button in the upper left part.  

Visual stimulation utilizes colors in training. Eight different colors (red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, purple and black) are presented in the screen. Users are required to 

judge if the present color matches with the color shown n turns back in each difficulty 

level they chose. Figure 4 (a) shows the color-based training in the Easy mode, which is 

executed in order of (1)-(2)-(3). In Table, 1, since 2-back training is implemented at the 

Easy level, the initial judgement begins at (3) screen. Once judgment begins, the screen 

shows training progress status and ‘O’ and ‘X’ buttons. By using these, users can judge 

about the matching and see where their training process stands. In Figure 4. (a), for 

instance, (1) and (3) have different colors. Thus, a user should click ‘X’ to get the right 

answer. If he or she clicks ‘O’, it will be the wrong answer.  

The working memory training on position stimulation was developed in reference to 

the existing studies on working memory and n-back [16-17]. The training method is to 

change the positions of blocs arranged in 3x3 matrix excluding the one in the center for 

users to compare the presently shown bloc position with that of the bloc shown n turn 

earlier. Figure 4 (b) is the progress of training content on position stimulation in the 

Normal mode. Since 3-back training is implemented in this case, bloc positions are 

presented on order of (1)-(2)-(3)-(4) and users begin their judgment at (4). In Figure 4 (b), 

since (1) and (4) have the same positions, users should click ‘O’ to get the right answer. If 

they click ‘X’, they get the wrong answer.  

Figure 4 (c) is on a working memory training content based on auditory stimulation in 

the Hard mode. It shows the process of giving voice stimuli of alphabets and numbers. 

Eight auditory stimuli of alphabets are a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h and auditory number stimuli 

are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. As indicated in Figure 4. (c), the content is implemented in order 

of (1)-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5). It is the 4-back training method and users compare the auditory 

stimulus (5) with (1) to assess if they match together. For instance, if (1) was the voice 

stimulation of alphabet ‘a’ and (5) was that of ‘d’, the two do not correspond with each 

other and users should click ‘X’ to get the correct answer. If they get a wrong answer, the 
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training is terminated. If they click no wrong answer, the training continues up to until 20 

trials of matching judgment until completion.  

 

3.3. N-back-based Exciting Game Contents  

The Exciting mode was designed as an n-back-based game content that can interest 

users with position stimuli during their gaming and training process. Figure 5. shows the 

content progress and the program is implemented in order of Trial 1, Trial 2, Trial 3 and 

so forth. Users can follow n-back training for one round in each Trial. In Figure 5., Trial 1 

is completed after executing one round of 2-back training. The subsequent Trial provides 

1-back or 2-back training. If a user gets a wrong answer, the corresponding Trial is 

terminated and the program shows the result page. Such a method is expected to help 

users see their ability to react corresponding tasks based on random n-back presentation. 

 

 

Figure 5. Content Progress in the “Easy” Mode 

 

(a) “Easy Mode” Page 
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(b) “Normal Mode” Page 

 

(c) “Hard Mode” Page 

Figure 6. Difficulty Level-Specific Pages in the Exciting Mode 

Figure 6 shows the start screens of each content difficulty level. As the level moves up, 

the forms change into the quadrangle, pentagon and hexagon. The number of presented 

space also increases along with the types of n-back in a random presentation. Such a 

difficulty level structure increases factors to be remembered by users and add their 

cognitive load.  

 

3.4. Content Results Page 

Figure 7 is the pages showing the results after content completion. It displays the 

number of successful reactions and training results according to difficulty levels. Figure 7 

(a) shows the trend of changes in position-based training results among the visual 

stimulation-based training programs. If the Exciting tap is clicked, users can also watch 

the graph of changes in their corresponding training results just like in Figure 7. (a) Figure 

7 (b) is the page of comparing the results of visual and auditory stimulation-based 

trainings. By doing so, users can compare their improvement and results in each training 

type to understand their areas of weakness and appropriately choose the necessary 

training programs for themselves. If Reply is clicked, users move to the Mode Select page 

in Figure 2. to re-program their training. Contents are terminated if the end button is 

clicked.  
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Figure 7. Content Results Pages 

4. Discussion 

This study developed a working memory training content to help improve human 

cognitive function based on n-back which is widely utilized as a working memory training 

and measurement index recently. The proposed training contents allow users to choose 

their desired programs between visual and auditory stimulation and provide feedback on 

their training results. The study program offers 4 basic n-back training contents and n-

back-based functional games by adding gaming elements and users can adjust their 

difficulty levels as they need. The developed contents and games are expected to give the 

following benefits to patients with cognitive disorders in training their working memory 

to improve their cognitive function; 

First, the alphabet and number-based auditory stimulation training among the proposed 

4 types of n-back contents will help activate the central executive area that controls 

attention. Also the visual stimulation training based on position and color will help 

stimulate selective attention [13]. In this manner, users can train themselves using specific 

stimulation to focus on the corresponding specific stimulated areas of working memory.  

Second, the result page shows users their training results of each difficulty level 

stimulation. As users can check their training type-specific cognitive functional 

improvement in this page any time, they can be further motivated and feel the sense of 

achievement. In this manner, the program encourages their voluntary participation in 

training. In addition, based on their training results, users can choose an appropriate 

training difficulty level among the 3 different levels.  

Third, users can compare the graphs of their training results of the 4 n-back contents at 

the same difficulty level. As they can compare results across different training types, users 

identify areas of insufficient training at the same difficulty level. Thus, they can 

understand which area of cognitive ability is poorer than others and choose to receive an 

intensive training for it.  

Forth, since the n-back training-based functional game has more entertaining elements 

than other n-back training programs, it can interest users more to participate in the 

training. By solving randomly presented n-back tasks, users can see their utilization 

ability with respect to the given tasks.  

To sum, the contents proposed in this paper integrates multiple existing n-back training 

contents for users to selectively use and informs them of the trend of their training results 

for users’ proactive training participation as well as a higher sense of achievements and 

motivation. Moreover, as the program is operable via PCs and smartphones, users enjoy 

(a) (b) 
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high accessibility without spatial limitation.  

Future study will need to look at stroke, dementia, ADHD and other patients witha 

weaker cognitive function to apply the study contents and compare the correlation with 

existing evaluation indexes with a view to testing the effectiveness of this study training 

program. It will be also necessary to provide further diversified contents to broaden 

options for users and enable dynamic forms of training programs.  
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